
Bowled Over with Ali George  

This two day workshop involves recycling and repurposing materials that you already have at your 

disposal – except that it’s been difficult if not impossible to let them go from your stash or collection. 

Participants will learn to use threads, wool, fibres, scraps of thread and fabric and textile pieces to 

create unique and unusual bowls or nests.  This is also a great opportunity to use up threads, 

especially anything in the “what was I thinking?” category.  

Using cotton cord, participants will learn several ways to cover or wrap the cord and create sturdy 

and functional bowls. Scraps of thread and silk pieces or trimmings will be converted to delicate 

nests that can be embellished to create small, stand-alone art objects. Fabric trimmings can be 

converted to cord and again, make interesting bowls or nests.  Balls of twine, wool and other fibres 

make interesting and functional objects.  It’s the most fun to be had with creating something new 

and useful from “stuff” you mostly had! 

Requirements: 

Sewing machine and usual supplies – bring a pogo stick foot / darning foot for free-motion work and 

an embroidery foot (with the groove underneath). If you have a cording or double cording foot bring 

it – but don’t purchase one especially for this workshop.  

A supply of sewing machine needs – include 80/14 and 90/16. Use of 70/10 suitable for creating 

cords. 

Range of threads – think about using up embroidery and any unusual types of thread, or colours. 

Plenty of cottons/poly cottons in a range of colours. 

Bobbins – Bring a couple of empty bobbins as well as any that are half-filled and sitting alone after 

completing a different project 

Scraps and threads – this includes threads from your thread-holder, fabric trimmings from other 

projects (these may already be in the bin but are safe to retrieve!), pieces or offcuts of sheer fabrics 

such as silk. Any trimmings from cutting fabrics for other projects – or some fabric you don’t mind 

“shredding”. 

Fabric – suitable for cutting into strips to wrap cord – sufficient to cover about 25m of sashing – 

usually 2-3 metres of fabric or leftover strips from projects – or jelly rolls. One jelly roll equivalent 

will make a stunning bowl – but don’t purchase one especially for this project – bring fabrics you 

don’t know what to do with or can’t throw out but are unlikely to use in a project. Remember life is 

short. 

25m of x 5mm sashing / cording (Bunnings sells these in a pack for around $8) 

Water soluble stabiliser – tutor will have some available for sale in class – 30cm wide ($5 per half 

metre) and 50cm wide ($8 per half metre) 

Wool, twine and other spun fibres – anything left over from unfinished projects – at least 5-6 balls – 

think about multiple ply synthetics, furry, thick twine, bring along anything interesting! 

Embellishment – small beads, beading thread, needles etc – this can be left until after class in need. 

 

 


